1stSales
Contract Terms and Conditions
Terms and conditions agreed to by 1stSales and purchaser (“Exhibitor”) of 1stSales lead
retrieval services:
1st Sales agrees to provide the tradeshow-supplied attendee contact information for the
scanned badges, lead qualification coding, linked note coding and concurrent session
attendance coding on a best efforts basis within 48 hours after the tradeshow database is
provided by the tradeshow manager (generally within an hour after the closing of the
tradeshow). This data (or download instructions) will be emailed to the contact selected
by the Exhibitor on the Order Form or on the web-store account page. 1st Sales cannot
be held responsible for corrupted or late data provided by the tradeshow manager.
1st Sales further agrees to provide the ordered scanner(s) in working condition, to
replace/repair scanners that fail to function, and to provide all necessary training in the
use of the scanners and associates materials.
Exhibitor warrants that he/she has the authority to enter into this agreement on behalf of
his/her company/organization.
Exhibitor has been informed by 1stSales that the rented lead scanner(s) can be used to
collect information on trade show attendees as provided the tradeshow manager and that
by properly using the lead scanners, Exhibitor will be able to obtain and record bar coded
information provided by the visitors to Exhibitor’s tradeshow booth.
Exhibitor acknowledges that the scanner(s) must be handled properly and as directed in
order to achieve desired results and avoid physical damage. Exhibitor further
acknowledges and agrees that the liability for 1stSales for a lead scanner’s failure to
record and retain bar coded information, for whatever reason, is limited to the return of
the rental fee. Exhibitor hereby waives all other rights and remedies against 1stSales if
the scanner(s) do not scan and record the bar coded information.
Exhibitor agrees to return the scanner(s) to 1stSales no later than 1 hour after the close of
the conference. Exhibitor understands that a charge of $500 will be assessed for any
scanner not returned and that a damage fee will be assessed for any scanner not
returned in the same condition in which it was provided.
Exhibitor understands that there are no refunds after 2 weeks prior to the first day of the
show.
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